Beyond Yale - Exploring New Haven

Looking for places outside of Yale to exercise your body & mind?

Whether you're just arriving in New Haven or have lived here for years, there's always more to learn about the opportunities for creative expression around our city. Here are a few of our favorite places to explore!

MakeHaven [1] is a community makerspace that educates and empowers people by facilitating independent interest-driven projects, hands-on experiences, and access to technology. Interested inventors, hobbyists, and artisans help make New Haven great here.

The New Haven Free Public Library [2] offers more than a wonderful collection of books and media for borrow. Take advantage of their packed event calendar and public secrets like their cake pan collection and local museum passes available to borrow.

mActivity [3]'s goal is to be more than just a fitness center but also a Community Hub that supports the pursuit of physical, social, and emotional well-being. This East Rock newcomer is worth checking out!

You can find out more about places in New Haven on our website [4]. Once you start exploring, let us know what we should add to our list!
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